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First a new approach is given to the technique of simple valuations previously introduced by 
McMullen. Then, this method is used to establish some cases of Wills' conjecture on the 
number of lattice points in convex bodies and of L. Fejes T6th's sausage-conjecture on finite 
packings of the unit ball. 
1. Introduction 
In [8], McMullen reduced the study of arbitrary valuations on convex polytopes 
to the easier case of simple valuations. This approach turns out to be very fruitful, 
particularly in the theory of translation invariant valuations. For a detailed survey 
compare McMullen, Schneider [9]. 
In the present paper we outline a short and straight forward construction of 
these simple valuations, which makes no use of nonlinear angle-sum relations. 
Then we use this technique to establish Wills' conjecture [11] on the number of 
lattice points (with respect o the integer lattice) in convex bodies for the special 
case of lattice zonotopes. Furthermore, using the same methods, we show that L. 
Fejes T6th's sausage-conjecture [3] is true for (arbitrary) lattice packings of the 
unit ball such that the convex hull of the centres of the balls under consideration 
is a zonotope. 
2. Valuations and zonotopes 
By a valuation we understand a functional q9 on the class ~9 a of convex 
polytopes in euclidean d-space E a satisfying 
q0(P L) Q) + ti0(P fq Q) = tp(P) + (p(a), (1) 
whenever P, Q, P L)Q e 3 Ba. (p is called simple if qg(P)= 0 for all polytopes P
with int P = 0. 
According to McMullen [8], every valuation can be expressed by simple valuations. 
We now outline a new construction of these simple valuations. 
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For a convex polytope P and a non-empty face F of P we denote by ~,(F, P) the 
external angle of P at F, normalized, so that the total angle is 1 (see, e.g. 
Griinbaum [5, p. 308]). We further set ~,(P, P) = 1. Starting with qg°(P) = q0(P), 
we define the functionals q0 °, . . . ,  q9 a inductively by 
i -1  
cp'(P) = cp(P)- ~ ~ y(F, P)q~(F), 
where ~ denotes the set of all j-faces of P. 
An immediate consequence of this definition 
(2) 
(2) are now denoted by G i, thus 
d 
G(P) = Z Z it(F, p)Gi(F). 
i=O F~ 
(We remark that G a is the weighted lattice point 
(3) 
enumerator (~ (cf. [2]).) 
Moreover, let V i denote the/-dimensional volume and V = V a. Then, for each 
/-dimensional lattice parallelotope R we have 
G' (R)det (A  N aft R) = V' (R) .  (4) 
For, in the case that the vertices of R are its only lattice points, we obtain 
G~(R) = 1 and thus (4) by an easy induction. 
The general case can be settled along the lines of the usual definition of 
Jordan-volume by approximating larger parallelotopes by such elementary ones 
using that the G ~ obviously are invariant under lattice translations. 
The second valuation we consider is the functional W introduced by Wills [11], 
which is for our purpose most easily defined by 
d 
w(e) = y(F, P)V'(F). (5) 
i=o i~  
is qg~(P) = 0, if dim P < i. 
Moreover, using well-known methods, it is easy to show that each q0 ~ is a 
valuation: after reducing (1) to the case dim(P f3 Q) < dim P = dim Q, it follows 
at once from the additivity properties of the external angle. Thus, q0', restricted to 
all convex polytopes lying in an arbitrary fixed/-dimensional ffme subspace of 
E a, is a simple valuation. Now, we apply (2) to two special valuations (compare 
Macdonald [6], McMullen [7, 8]). 
Let A be an arbitrary lattice in E d, i.e., there exists a basis {vl, • • •, Vd} of E a 
such that A is the set of all integer combinations of v l , . . . ,  va. The determinant 
det A of A is the volume of the parallelotope spanned by vx, • • •, Vd (and, in fact, 
is independent of the choice of the basis). For an /-dimensional atfme lattice 
subspace A, i.e., the affme hull of i + 1 affmely independent lattice points, the 
determinant det(A Iq A) is defined as det(L (q A), where L is the linear subspace 
associated with A. Let ~ denote the subset of ~ of all convex polytopes whose 
vertices are lattice points. The elements of ~ are called lattice polytopes. 
Furthermore, the lattice point enumerator G: ~ga---> N O {0} (with respect o A) is 
defined by G(P)= card(P N A). The functionals (p~ associated to G according to 
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Obviously, for the functionals W i according to (2) we have Vi (p )= W~(P) 
whenever P is an i-dimensional polytope. 
At the end of this paragraph we show that lattice zonotopes, i.e., Minkowski- 
sums of finitely many lattice segments, can be dissected into lattice parallelotopes. 
By definition, the Minkowski-sum of d independent lattice segments i  a lattice 
parallelotope. Now, proceeding inductively, let n i> d + 1 and let s t , . . . ,  sn be 
lattice segments, such that sl, • • •, Sd are independent. We may assume that the 
origin is a vertex of sn. Then Z~ = sl + • • • + s~ can be dissected into the lattice 
zonotope Z~_t = st + • • • + s~_l and prisms F + sn, where the F's are those facets 
of Z~_~ such that Z~_~ and F +sn are separated by affF. By induction, Zn_l and 
all facets of F can be dissected into parallelotopes, which yields the assertion. 
3. Wills' conjecture for zonotopes 
Now, we apply the results of Section 2 to a problem of Wills [11] concerning 
the number of lattice points of a convex polytope with respect o the integer 
lattice Z a. Wills conjectured the inequality G(P)<<-W(P) which holds in several 
cases but which later turned out to fail in sufficiently high dimension. For a review 
of the known results and for references compare Betke, Wills [2]. Obviously, for 
lattice parallelotopes R whose edges are parallel to the coordinate axes we have 
G(R) = W(R),  thus, for such polytopes the conjectured inequality holds. We now 
observe that it also holds for the more general class of arbitrary lattice zonotopes. 
Theorem 1. Let Z denote a lattice zonotope (with respect to Zd). Then 
O(Z)~W(Z) .  
Proof. By (3) and (5) it suffices to show for each /-face F of Z that 
Gi(F) <<-Vi(F). Since G i and V ~ are simple valuations for all polytopes in affF 
and since F can be dissected into parallelotopes the assertion follows from (4) as 
det(Z d n aft F)/> 1. [] 
4. L. Fejes T6th's sausage conjecture for zonotopes 
Let Ck denote the convex hull of the centres of k non-overlapping translates of 
the unit ball B a in E a and let Sk be a line segment of length 2 (k -  1). L. Fejes 
T6th [3] conjectured that for d >I 5 
V(Sk + B d) <~ V(Ck + B d) (6) 
with equality if, and only if, Ck is itself a line segment of length 2(k - 1). Since 
Sk + B a looks like a sausage, this conjecture is called sausage conjecture. For a 
survey of the known results and for references compare Gritzmann, Wills [4]. 
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At first, we now use the results of Section 2 to deduce an inequality equivalent 
to the sausage inequality (6) which then allows to prove the conjecture ssentially 
in the case that Ck is a lattice zonotope (with respect o an arbitrary lattice which 
packs Ba). 
Let M be a finite set of points. Then the functional A on ~ defined by 
A(P) = card(P fq M) is a valuation. The associate functionals according to (2) are 
denoted by A °, . . . ,  A d. Now, we consider a finite number k of non-overlapping 
unit bails. Let M be the set of their centres and Ck = conv M. Applying (2) to the 
valuation qg(P) = V(P + B a) we obtain Steiner's formula 
d 
V(P + B a) = Z Z 
i=0 F~ 
w~_iy(F, p)Vi(F), 
where % = I~(BJ), (compare McMuUen [7]). Thus, the inequality (6) is equiv- 
alent to 
d 
co a + 2(k -  1)~oa_ 1<~ ~ £ 
i=O Fe~ i 
rOd-it(F, Ck)W(F), 
or, since 
7(F, Ck)= 1, 
to the inequality 
d 
O~ E E ~(f~ Ck)[(l)d_iVi(F) - 2~od_IA~(F)]. 
i=l F~.  
So, the condition 
W(F) <~ tad-----& W(F) for all i, F • ~/ (7) 
2toa_x 
is sufficient for (6). Unfortunately, (7) is not true in general, not even if all 
centres of the balls are points of a lattice A, which packs B d. But, in this case, (7) 
gives at least 
Theorem 2. Let d >I 5 and A be a lattice which packs B a. Let all centres of 
considered balls be lattice points and let Ck be a zonotope. Then 
V(Sk + B d) <~ V(Ck + Ba), 
with equality if, and only if, Ck is congruent to Sk. 
Proof. We may assume k = G(Ck). Obviously, since M = A, we have A i = G i. As 
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Ck and all its faces can be dissected into lattice parallelotopes (of appropriate 
dimension), it is sufficient o prove (7) for lattice parallelotopes. 
Let R be an /-dimensional lattice parallelotope. By (4) and (7), we have to 
show 
(Dd- i 1 ~ ~ det(A A aft R). 
2rOd- 1 
Since 
o) i ~L(Bi)>~ 
det(A A aft R) '  
where 6L(B i) is the density of lattice packings of the unit ball in E ~, it suffices to 
show for l <~ i <- d, 5 <~ d, 
(D i 
~L(e i )  ~ 2toa_~ ' (8) 
with equality if, and only if, i = 1. The right side of (8) increases with d and, 
obviously, the cases i ~< 4, d = 5 are trivial. From the well-known inequalities for 
tSr(B i) (compare Rogers [10]) we obtain in the remaining cases (i I> 5) 
1 03 i
6L(Bi) < - ~  
2 coi_l 
Thus, (8) and therefore Theorem 2 is proved. [] 
Remark. Using the same method, it can be shown that L. Fejes T6th's sausage 
conjecture is true for lattice packings of B a such that dim Ck <- d 1/3. Since, this is 
weaker than the results of Betke, Gritzmann, Wills [1], we drop the proof. 
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